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Abstract.    An S-graph is a graph G which is isomorphic to the complement of .2G   Here, we 
present three infinite families of  S-graphs. 

1. Introduction 

In [2], Schuster proposed the problem of determining the graphs G satisfying ,2 GG
or ,2 GG  where G is a finite, undirected, and simple graph without loops, 2G  is the 
graph with vertex set )()( 2 GVGV   for which ),( vu   is an edge in 2G   if and only if 
the distance between u and v is 1 or 2 in G,  i.e., )(),( 2GEvu  if and only if  

,2),(1 vudG  and G  is the complementary graph of G.  Such graphs are called         
S-graphs.
 To determine all S-graphs seems to be  very difficult.  Zhou and Liu stated in [1] that 
a long search for S-graphs strongly suggested symmetry as a necessary property.  This 
led them to consider circulant graphs.  A circulant graph is a (undirected) graph whose 
adjacency matrix is a symmetric circulant.  Let }1,,1,0{ nZn   be the additive 
abelian groups of integers modulo n, and H be a subset of nZ  with .0 H   Then the  
Cayley graph HZn

C ,  is the undirected graph with nHZ ZCV
n

)( ,  and 
HyZxyxx,CE nHZn

,:)({)( , and the addition is taken modulo n}.  Thus, the 
adjacency matrix of HZn

X ,   is an nn  symmetric circulant with entries 0 and 1.  Since 
a circulant matrix is determined by the entries on the 0-th row and a symmetric circulant 
is determined by the entries of the first part of the 0-th row, we use rn jjjC ,,, 21

where rjjj ,,, 21  are either 0 or 1, and ],2/[0 nr  to denote the adjacency 
matrix.  For instance, the 9-cycle with the vertex set 8,,1,0   and the edge set 

)}0,8(,),2,1(),1,0{(  is a Cayley graph  HZC ,9
 with },1{H  and the 0-th row of its 

adjacency matrix a 99  symmetric circulant, is ).1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0(   We denote this       
9-cycle by .19C
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 In [1], Zhou and Liu showed that if G is a circulant graph with n vertices and degree 
2r, and G is an S-graph, i.e., ,,,, 21 rn jjjCG  then 

.14214 2 rrnr

They also determined that, up to isomorphism, 17C  is the only S-graph among all 
graphs ,1jCn  and there are only two non-isomorphic S-graphs, 6,114C   and 

4,117C   among all graphs ., 21 jjCn   Here we present three infinite families of          
S-graphs.

2. Three infinite families of S-graphs

Theorem 1. 

 (a) For each integer ,1m  there exists an S-graph ,,17,17,1)12(7 mC
17,,17,17 mkk   with )12(7 m  vertices and degree .)12(2 m

 (b) For each integer ,1m  there exists an S-graph ,,17,17,1)2(7 mC
17,,17,17 mkk  with )2(7 m  vertices and degree ).2(2 m

Proof.    We know that if  ,,,, 21 rn jjjCG  then, by using the definition of ,2G
we have

,,2,,2,2,,,, 1221212 jjjjjjjjCG rrn

   122423113 ,,,,,,,, rrrr jjjjjjjjjjjj     (1) 

where the operations are taken modulo n.
 Since G is a vertex-transitive circulant graph, 2G  and 2G   are vertex-transitive 
circulant graphs. 

 (a) The operations in the following are taken modulo ).12(7 m   For each integer 
,0m  let 17,,17,17,,17,17,1)12(7 mkkCG m  with )12(7 m

vertices and degree ).12(2 m   The edges incident with the vertex 0 in G are  
)17,0( k for .12,,2,1 mk

 In ,2G  by using (1), the edges incident with the vertex 0 are: 

    )17,0( k   for ,12,,2,1 mk
    )27,0( k  for ,12,,2,1 mk  and 
    )7,0( k  for .2,,2,1 mk
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 Then, in ,2G  the edges incident with the vertex 0 are: 

)37,0( k  for .12,,2,1 mk

Thus, .37,,37,37,,37,37,3)12(72 mkkCG m

 We claim that  .2GG   For  1,0 7Cm   and 37C  are 7-cycles and they are 

isomorphic.  For ,1m  we define )()(: 2GVGV   by  jjj )37(4)(  for 
.1127,,1,0 mj   Since )12(7 m  and 4  are relatively prime,   is bijective. 

 Let  e  be any edge in G.  Since G is vertex-transitive, there is an automorphism   of 
G such that  )17,0( ke  or  ),17,0( ke  for some  ,12,,2,1 mk  is an edge 

in G.  Then )3)14(7,0())17)(37(,0()17(),0( kkk is an edge in .2G
 Let  e  be  a non-edge in G.  Then for any automorphism of G such that 

e,0)0(  is  a non-edge in G, i.e., )7,0( tke  or ),7,0( tke  for some 
,5,4,3,2,0t  and for some ,12,,2,1 mk  is a non-edge in G. Then 

)3)4(7,0())7)(37(,0())17(,0( ttktkk  is a non-edge in .2G   Hence, 
  is an isomorphism, and G  is an S-graph.

(b)  The operations in the following are taken modulo 7(2m).  For ,1m  let  
1)2(7,,17,17,,17,17,1)2(7 mkkCH m  with )2(7 m  vertices and degree 

).2(2 m   The edges incident with the vertex 0 in H  are )17,0( k  for .2,,2,1 mk
 In  ,2H  by using (1), the edges incident with the vertex 0 are: 

    )17,0( k   for ,2,,2,1 mk
    )27,0( k  for ,2,,2,1 mk  and 
    )7,0( k  for .12,,2,1 mk

Then, in ,2H  the edges incident with the vertex 0 are: 

.2,,2,1for)37,0( mkk

Thus, .37,,37,37,,37,37,3)2(72 mkkCH m

 We claim that  .2HH   For  ,1m  we write )2(7 m   as  )2(7 321 32
di

d
iii ppp

where dppp ,,, 32   are primes,  ,2 32 dppp  and di
d

iii ppp 321 322   is the 
prime power decomposition of 2m.  There are two cases to be considered. 
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Case 1. .32p   We define  )()(: 2HVHV   by  jqj )37()(   for 

,2,,1,0 mj  where  .2 31 3
di

d
ii ppq   Since  )32(7)2(7 321 3

di
d

iii ppm   and  

3)2(737 31 3
di

d
ii ppq   are relatively prime,   is bijective. 

 Let e be any edge in H.  Since H  is vertex-transitive, there is an automorphism   of 
H such that )17,0( ke  or  ),17,0( ke  for some  ,2,,2,1 mk  is an edge in 
H.  Then  )3)37(7,0())17)(37(,0())17(),0(( kqqkkqk   is an 

edge in 2H .
 Let e  be any non-edge in H.  Then for any  automorphism  of H such                  
that e,0)0(  is a non-edge in H, i.e., )7,0( tke  or )7,0( tke  for some 

,5,4,3,2t  and some mk 2,,2,1 .  Then ))7)(37(,0())7(,0( tkqtk

)3)37(7,0( tkqtqk is a non-edge in 2H  for all 5,4,3,2t  and all 
.2,,2,1 mk   Hence,  is an isomorphism and H is an S-graph.

Case 2. .32p  We define )()(: 2HVHV   by jj 3)(   for 
12,,1,0 mj .  Since )2(7 m  and 3 are relatively prime,  is bijective.  Similar to 

the proof in Case 1,  is an isomorphism and H is an S-graph.

Example 1. All operations are taken modulo 21. Let  
.8,6,117,17,1 21)1)1(2(7 CCG   Then G is a circulant graph with 21 vertices 

and degree 6.  We shall use 20,15,13,8,6,1  to denote the set of vertices in G such that 
the edges 20)0,(and),15,0(),13,0(),8,0(),6,0(),1,0(  are incident with the vertex 0.  
Then in ,2G  by using (1), we have 14,7,19,9,5,16,12,2,20,15,13,8,6,1 .
In ,2G  we have }373,372,372,37,37,373{}18,17,11,10,4,3{

}.3,2,1,37{ kk  Also, ,472,473,47{}18,17,11,10,4,3{ ,473,47
}472 }.3,2,1,47{ kk  Since 4 and 21 are relatively prime, we define 

)()(: 2GVGV  by ii 4)(  for 20,,1,0i , i.e., 

14131910181597172056123118216410

Clearly,  is an isomorphism of G onto .2G   Thus,  ,10,4,38,6,1 2121 CC  and G is 

an S-graph.  In fact, if ,10,4,321CH  then  H  is an S-graph with  .9,5,2212 CH

Also, if ,9,5,221CK then K is an S-graph with .8,6,1212 CK

Example 2. All operations are taken modulo 28.  Let 172,17,17,1))2(2(7CG
13,8,6,128C .  Then G is a circulant graph with 28 vertices and degree 8.  In G,

we have }.27,22,20,15,13,8,6,1{  Then in ,2G  by using (1), we have 
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,12,2,27,22,20,15,13,8,6,1{ }.23,21,19,14,9,7,5,26,16  In ,2G  we have  
}.25,24,18,17,11,10,4,3{

 Since 3 and 28 are relatively prime, we define )()(: 2GVGV  by ii 3)(   for 
,27,,1,0i  i.e., 

201624812410222618621925279310
     .1421711132317155

Clearly,   is an isomorphism of G onto  .2G   Thus, ,11,10,4,313,8,6,1 2828 CC
and G is an S-graph.  We also have that if  ,11,10,4,328CH  then H is an S-graph

with 12,9,5,2282 CH .  If ,12,9,5,228CK  then K is an S-graph with  

13,8,6,1282 CK .

Theorem 2.

 (a) For each integer ,0m  there exists an S-graph 

417,117,,417,117,117,417,,4,1)12(17 mmkkkkC m

 with )12(17 m  vertices and degree ).12(4 m
 (b) For each integer ,1m  there exists an S-graph

117,417,,417,117,117,417,,4,1)2(17 mmkkkkC m

 with )2(17 m  vertices and degree ).2(4 m

Proof.

(a) The operations in the following are taken modulo ).12(17 m  For ,0m
let ,417,,4,1)12(17 kCG m ,117,117 kk 417,117,,417 mmk  with 

)12(17 m  vertices and degree ).12(4 m   Then the edges incident with the vertex 0 in 
G are: 

.12,,2,1for117,0and417,0 mkkk

 In ,2G  by using (1), the edges incident with the vertex  0 are: 

817,0and517,0,417,0,317,0,217,0,117,0 kkkkkk
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for 12,,2,1 mk   and )17,0( k   for  .2,,2,1 mk   Then, in ,2G  the edges 
incident with the vertex 0 are: 

.12,,2,1for717k0,and617,0 mkk

 We claim that .2GG  For  ,0m  we write )12(17 m as ),(17 21
21

di
d

ii ppp

where di
d

ii ppp ,,, 21
21   are distinct primes and di

d
ii ppp 21
21  is the prime power 

decomposition of .12m   (If ,112m  then the prime power decomposition of 
12m  is taken as 1.)  There are two cases to be considered. 

Case 1. )12(17 m  and 6 are relatively prime.  We define  )()(: 2GVGV   by  
jj 6)(  for .1)12(17,,1,0 mj   Since )12(17 m  and 6 are relatively prime, 

is bijective. 
 Let e be any edge in G.  Since G is vertex-transitive, there is an automorphism   of 
G such that )417,0(or)117,0(),117,0(),417,0( kkkke  for some 

.12,,2,1 mk   Then 

,71617,024617,0417,0 kkk
,6617,0117,0 kk
,6617,0117,0 kk   or 

.71617,024617,0417,0 kkk

In any case, it is an edge in .2G
 Let  e   be any non-edge in G.  Then for any automorphism of G such that 

e,0)0(   is a non-edge in G, i.e., )17,0( tke   for some 8,7,6,5,3,2t ,
and for some .12,,2,1 mk   Then )6)6(17,0())17(,0( tktk   is a non-

edge in  2G   for all  ,8,7,6,5,3,2t  and for all .12,,2,1 mk   Hence,  is an 
isomorphism, and G is an S-graph.
Case 2. )32(17)12(17 321 3

di
d

iii ppm and 6 are not relatively prime. We define 

)()(: 2GVGV  by  jqj )617()(   for  11217,,1,0 mj  where 

.43
43

di
d

ii pppq   Since )12(17 m  and )617( q are relatively prime, is bijective. 

 Similar to Case 1,  takes an edge in G to an edge in ,2G  and  takes a non-edge in 
G to a non-edge in .2G   Hence,  is an isomorphism and G is an S-graph.
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(b) The operations in the following are taken modulo )2(17 m  with .1m   Let 
117,417,,417,117,117,417,,4,1217 mmkkkkCG m  with )2(17 m

vertices and degree .24 m   Then the edges incident with the vertex 0 in G are: 

.2,,2,1=for1170,and417,0 mkkk

 In ,2G  using (1),  the edges incident with the vertex 0 are: 
),117,0( k ),217,0( k ),317,0( k ),417,0( k ),517,0( k  and )817,0( k  for 

,2,,2,1 mk  and k17,0   for .12,,2,1 mk

 Then, in ,2G  the edges incident with  the vertex 0 are: 

7170,and617,0 kk  for .2,,2,1 mk

We claim that .2GG   There are two cases to be considered: 
Case 1. )2(17 m  and 7 are relatively prime.  We define )()(: 2GVGV  by 

jj 7)(  for  .1)2(17,,1,0 mj .  Since )2(17 m  and 7 are relatively prime,  is 
bijective.
 Let e be an edge in G.  Since G is vertex-transitive, there is an automorphism  of G
such that )417(0,or),117,0(),117,0(),417,0( kkkke  for some  

.2,,2,1 mk   Then 

,62717,028717,0417,0 kkk
,7717,0117,0 kk
,7717,0117,0 kk  or 

.62717,028717,0417,0 kkk

In any case, it is an edge in .2G
 Let  e  be any non-edge in G.   Then for any automorphism  of G such that 

,0)0( e  is a non-edge in G, i.e., )17,0( tke   for some 8,7,6,5,3,2t  and 

some .2,,2,1 mk   Then )7)7(17,0()17,0( tktk   is a non-edge in 2G  for all 
,8,7,6,5,3,2t  and for all  .2,,2,1 mk   Hence,   is an isomorphism, and G is an

S-graph.
Case 2. )7(17)2(17 4321

321
di

d
iiii ppppm   and 7 are not relatively prime where the 

prime power decomposition of 2m is .7 43211
321

di
d

iiii pppp   Let ).7/2( 4imq   We 

define )()(: 2GVGV  by jqj )717()(  for 1)2(17,,1,0 mj .  Since 
)2(17 m  and )717( q   are relatively prime,   is bijective. 
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 Similar to Case 1,   takes an edge in G to an edge ,2G  and   takes a non-edge in 
G to a non-edge in .2G   Hence,   is an isomorphism and G is an S-graph.

Theorem 3. For each integer ,0m  there exists an S-graph 

,,712,512,312,,7,5,3)2(12 1 kkkC m

           7)12(12,5)12(12,3)12(12 mmm

with )2(12 1m  vertices and degree ).2(3 1m

Proof.  The following operations are taken modulo ).2(12 1m   For each integer  ,0m
let ,,7,5,31212 mCG ,512,312k ,,712k ,3)12(12 m ,5)12(12 m

7)12(12 m with )2(12 1m   vertices and degree ).2(3 1m   Then the edges incident 
with 0 in G are:  For ,12,,1,0 mk

   .712,0and,512,0,312,0 kkk

In ,2G  by using (1) the edges incident with the vertex 0 are:  For ,12,,1,0 mk

   ,712,0,512,0,312,0 kkk
,212,0,1012,0,612,0 kkk

.412,0and,812,0 kk

Then, in ,2G  the edges incident  with the vertex 0 are:  For ,12,,1,0 mk

1112,0and,912,0,112,0 kkk .

 We claim that  .2 GG   There are two cases to be considered. 
(a) The case of m being even.  We define  )()(: 2 GVGV  by  

jj m )12()( 2  for .1)2(12,,1,0 1mj  Since  m  is even,  12 2m   and  
1212 m   are relatively prime.  Thus,   is bijective.  Let  e be any edge in  .2G   Since  

G  is vertex-transitive, 2G   and  2G  are vertex-transitive.  Hence, there is an 
automorphism  of 2G  such that  )12,0( ike   or  ))12(,0( ik   for some 

,11,9,1i  and for some  .12,,1,0 mk
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 We show that )( e  is an edge in G.  For each ,12,,1,0 mk  we have, since 
3 divides ,12m

,53/1212,012112,0112,0 2 GEkkk mm

,32112,012912,0912,0 2 GEkkk mm

,73/1212,0121112,01112,0 2 GEkkk mm

,53/1212,0112,0 GEkk m

,3112,0912,0 GEkk  and 
.73/1212,01112,0 GEkk m

 We claim that  21 ee   where 1e  and 2e  are any two different edges incident 

with  the vertex  0 in .2G    Say, )12,0(1 ike   and  )12,0(2 jke   for            
some 11,9,1, ji   and  ,0 k .12mk   Suppose that  .21 ee
Then ))12(,0( ik )),12(,0( jk  i.e., ),12()12( jkik  and 

)12( ik .)12)(12()12( 22 mm jk    Since 12 2m   and  )12(12 1m  are 
relatively prime, .1212 jkik   If ,ji then ,1212 kk kkkk ,0)(12 and

.21 ee   That is a contradiction.  If ,ji  then we have the following cases: 

,321125)3/)12((12,912112 mm kkkk
kkkk mmm 3/)2(3/)12(2,128216 1

where two of the three terms are integers and the third is not.  That is a contradiction. 

,73/121253/1212,1112112 mm kkkk
kkkkkk mmmm 13/2,121228,11241212412 1

where, again, two of the terms are integers and the third is not.  That is a contradiction. 

,73/121232112,1112912 mm kkkk
6/56/124,12228 mm kkkk

where, again, two of the terms are integers and the third is not.  That is a contradiction.  
Thus,   maps the )2(3 1m   edges incident with the vertex  0  in 2G   injectively onto the 

)2(3 1m   edges incident with the vertex 0 in G.  Consequently,   takes an edge to an 
edge, and a non-edge to a non-edge, and   is an isomorphism. 
(b) The case of m  being odd.  We define  )()(: 2 GVGV   by  jj m )12()( 2

for .1)2(12,,1,0 1mj   Since m is odd,  12 2m   and  )2(12 1m   are relatively 

prime,  and   is bijective.  The proof for   being an isomorphism of  2G   onto G  is 
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analogous to the proof in (a) with 12 2m  and 7)3/)22(12( 2m  replacing 
12 2m  and 5)3/)12(12( 2m  respectively. 
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